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Abstract

A frequency-variable ultrasonic vibrator is designed, which is made of a multi-layered PZT vibrator with a conical horn. 
Transmission line equations for the conical horn are derived and analyzed using the equivalent circuit method in order to 
analyze the characteristics of the vibrator. The controllability of the driving characteristics by varying the electrical im
pedance is confirmed by the experimental results of the free admittance characteristics and the vibrational velocity 
distributions.

I. Introduction

The vibrating force of ultrasonic waves has been widely 
utilized in machining fields such as welding and cutting 
[1]. It can also be used in the ukrasonic vibrators for surg
ical operations{2-4]. These ultrasonic equipments generally 
provide good processed states, energy saving and easy auto- 
mation[5]. However, resonant frequencies of the conven
tional ultrasonic equipments cannot be controlled their 
resonant frequency. In case of processin응 materials of dif
ferent characteristic impedances, different ultrasonic equip
ments will be needed because the optimum driving fre
quency of ultrasonic vibrators is different for different 
characteristic impedance of the material to be processed[6].

It is known that the resonant frequencies of a thickness 
mode piezoelectric vibrator with high electromechanical 
coupling vary notably according to the electrical im
pedance connected to the electrical terminals!?]. This ef
fect is utilized for the frequency control of m미ti-layered 
니Masonic transducers[8-9]. We derived recently a new 
transmission-line model for a thickness mode piezoelectric 
vibrator which includes an electrical impedance connected 
to the electrical terminals. By use of the new transmis
sion-line model, we analyzed the bolt-clamped type fre
quency-controllable ultrasonic transducer] 111].

A solid horn is used as an amplitude transformer in 
ultrasonic equipments for dynamic engineering applicat
ions as mentioned above. For this purpose, the horn of 
conical type is most commonly used[12]. The conical 

horn has been analyzed by several authors[13-15].
In this paper, a frequency-variable ultrasonic vibrator 

is designed, which is made of multi-layered PZT vibrator 
with a conical horn. Transmission-line equations for the 
conical horn are derived and analyzed using the equivalent 
circuit in order to analyze the characteristics of the vi
brator. The driving characteristics of the device are con
firmed to be varied by the electric impedance by the ex
perimental results of the free admittance characteristics 
and the vibrational velocity distributions.

II. Theory

2.1 A New Transmission 시ine Model Equivalent Circuit
A new transmission-line model equivalent circuit was 

investigated for the case where an electrical impedance Ze 
is connected to the electrodes of the piezoelectric vibrator 
as shown in Fig. 1.

The electric charge Qi due to the external stress is as 
follows! 16]；

q.=Jl.-Vo） （i）

where h is the piezoelectric h constant, and v0, Vi are 
the particle velocities on the two surfaces （x=0 and 工드S, 
respectively.

A portion of the electric charge Qi moves across the 
electrical impedance, and then the charge remaining in 
the electrodes is as follows ；

Qeff = ,厂";丄 1 =（2） 
均CJZe +1

where Co is the clamped capacitance of the piezoelectric
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vibrator.

Thus, the mechanical force due to the electric charge 
Qeff is Fe = hQeff. From this relation, a new transmission
line equation including the load condition in the electrodes 
is obtained as follows；

where P = |P"
L 户21 P&

Figure 2. New transmission-line model equivalent circuit includ
ing electrical impedance effect.
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In these equations, p0, pi are the forces on the two surfaces 
(x = 0 and x = and the characteristic impedance and 
wave number of the piezoelectric vibrator are denoted by 
z0 and 7, respectively. Defining Fa - —zvi and FB= —zv0, 
Eqn. (3) may be rewritten as
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Figure 1. Thickness mode piezoelectric vibrator and electrical im

pedance connected to electrical terminals.

Agure 3. Hom for amplification of vibrational displacement am
plitude.

From this equation, a new transmission-line model equi
valent circuit can be constructed as shown in Fig. 2.

In Fig, 1 and Eqn. (2), we can investigate the effect of 
the electrical load 乙.In the case of 乙=8, open electri
cal terminals, the quantity z is naught in Eqn. (4). As a 
special case, when the electrical load is an impedance of 
inductance Le, the quantity in Eqn. (2) can be found as 
follows ；

1 ~(o2Co Le

The closer the value of Le is to l/(co2Co), the larger the 
value of the impedance z in the equivalent circuit is. Thus, 
the acoustic characteristics of the piezoelectric vibrator, 
and thus the resonant frequency of the transducer can be 

varied.
An elastic horn used in ultrasonic devices is shown in 

Fig. 3. In this paper, to analyze the horn using the equi
valent circuit method, a transmission-line model equivalent 
circuit for the horn is derived as follows；
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where la is the length of the tail mass, and 나娘 character
istic impedance and the wave number of the tail mass are 
denoted by za and respectively.

Using this equivalent circuit, all terms in the funda
mental equations of electroacoustic transducers! 17] can be 
obtained as follows；

Mechanical impedance:

cSz 
loa(D

COS 시

po 02Zt ——=-------
V0 fill

(8)

Cn = —j —-— sin a/, Ctl--i_7~ sin aZ —cos al. 
cSia alo

Force factor:
+

A =

In these equations, a and c are the wave number and the 
elastic constant of the conical horn respectively, and S\, 
St are the cross sectional areas of the two ends of the 
horn.

2-2 Calc니ation of Free Admittance
As an example of the electrical load effect mentioned 

above, the frequency-controllable ultrasonic vibrator, 
which has a driving layer and two frequency control 
layers, is suggested. As shown in Fig. 4, an electric source 
is connected to the driving layer(B) and the electrical im
pedance are connected to the frequency control layers(P). 
These layers are sandwiched by a tail mass(A) and the 
conical horn(C). The equivalent circuit of this ultrasonic 
vibrator, based on the new transmission-line model, is 
shown in Fig. 5. The matrix of the transmission-line 
equations for the tail mass is given as follows;

(^22-^22)+(TJ +Ul2)[ Zt

Clamped impedance:

V 1 1 / A V f/ Qii z 、Zd = — =~T—------ r — 브르- (K|2-t/|2)
I J \ 0)J \ Q22

+ ( —^22 +以22)} (丫21 一。21) +8기 j (10)

where

u =
■U}i U]2

=P A
lu끼 U22

Kn
V =

r21
方

Xh
x=

X21 檢.

(11)

(12)

(13)

어件 E니岩］小 (14)

Figure 4. Schematic of frequency-variable ultrasonic vibrator.

and 02 ' and 0厂’ are the elements of the inverse matrix 
of g.

The free impedance Z/ can be obtained by substituting 
all terms obtained above into the following equation.

疽

+4
Zf = Zd +乙一 (15)

The free admittance can also be obtained as the inverse 
of the free impedance. From the free admittance, the fre
quency characteristics can be found.
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Figure 5. Equivalent circuit of frequency-variable ultrasonic vibrator.

2.3 Calc니ation of Velocity Distributions
It is very convenient to calc니ate the velocity distri

butions or the force distributions in the vibrator using the 
new transmission-line model equivalent circuit derived in 
this study. Substituting a resonance frequency f0 obtained 
from Eqn. (15) into Eqn. (14) and rewriting the equation 
in term of functions of distance, the relations between 
forces and velocities at the two acoustic terminals are 
obtained as follows；

[서，)]」03 Q\2(x)up0] 
[v5W j Q2i(x) C22U) J v0\ (16)

Applying the boundary condition po = 0, the force and 
velocity distributions can be easily obtained as follows；

PsM = Qi2(x) v0 (17)

V5(x) = Q22M vo (18)

HI. Theoretical and Experimental Results

3.1 Fabrication
Fig. 6 shows a photograph of the frequency-variable 

ultrasonic vibrator. It has three pairs of 5ww-thick piezo
electric layers. The polarized direction in each piezoelectric 
layer is put to contact with each other head to head. Thus, 
each pair acts like one thick piezoelectric layer.

Figure 6. Photograph of the frequency-variable ultrasonic vibr
ator.

The piezoelectric layers are sandwiched by an aluminum 
column and an aluminum horn, and clamped together 
with a steel bolt. A surgical vibrator is fixed at the end of 
the horn which amplifies the amplitude of the vibration. 
As an electrical load connected to the electrical terminals 
of frequency control layers, a coil made of a wire wound 
on a bakelite cylinder is used. The inductance of the coil 
is varied by moving a core through the cylinder.

3.2 Results of Free Admittance
The experimental results of the free admittance char

acteristics are shown in Fig. 7 with the theoretical res니ts. 
The experimental resets agree w이 1 with the theoretical 
results. In this figure, the resonant frequency of the ultra
sonic vibrator can be varied widely by the inductance 
value Le of the coil connected to the electric terminals of 
the frequency control piezoelectric layers. In the case of 
Z* 드0。, the admittance characteristics show three resonant 
modes of 20kHz, 33kHz and 48kHz in the frequency 
range shown. The resonant fre아uencies of 20kHz and 
33kHz move to 24kHz and 37kHz, respectively, when the 
value of inductance Le is 62mH. By changing the induct
ance value to 33m니, the resonant frequencies can be 
changed to 30kHz and 44k너乙 These results clearly show 
the possibility of the frequency control of the ultrasonic 
vibrator suggested in this study.

3.3 Measurement of Velocity Distributions
To measure the velocity distributions of the frequency

variable ultrasonic vibrator, the non-contact measurement 
method[18] can be used. The velocity distributions, when 
the ultrasonic vibrator is driven at the resonant frequ
encies found from Fig. 7, are shown in Fig. 8.

In this figure, the experimental results are marked by 
the symbol of ■. The theoretic시 remits are calculated 
with Eqn. (18) in which the value of v0 is the velocity 
value at x = 0 in the experiment. These results reconfirm 
the possibility of the control of the velocity distribution 
by varying the inductance.
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Theoretical results Experimental results
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Figure 7. Free admittance characteristics.

IV. Conclusion

A frequency-variable ultrasonic vibrator for machining 
is designed, which is made of a m니ti-layered PZT vibr
ator with a conical horn. Transmission-line equations for 
the conical horn are derived and analyzed using the equiva

lent circuit method, in order to analyze the characteristics 
of the vibrator. The experimental results agree well with 
the theoretical results. It has be confirmed that the res
onant frequency of the ultrasonic vibrator can be varied 
widely by changing the electrical impedance connected to 
the electrical terminals of piezoelectric layers.
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Figure 8. Vibrational velocity distribution.
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